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Stratified bundles and étale fundamental group

HÉLÈNE ESNAULT AND XIAOTAO SUN

Abstract. For a smooth projective variety X over an algebraically closed field
of characteristic p > 0, we show that all irreducible stratified bundles on X have
rank 1 if and only if the commutator [⇡1,⇡1] of the étale fundamental group
⇡1 of X is a pro-p-group, and we prove that the category of stratified bundles is
semi-simple with irreducible objects of rank 1 if and only if ⇡1 is Abelian without
p-power quotient. This answers positively a conjecture by Gieseker [4, page 8].
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1. Introduction

Let X be a smooth projective variety defined over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic p > 0. In [4], stratified bundles are defined and studied. It is shown
that they are a characteristic p > 0 analogue to complex local systems over smooth
complex algebraic varieties. In particular, Gieseker shows [4, Theorem 1.10]:

(i) If every stratified bundle is trivial, then ⇡1 is trivial;
(ii) If all the irreducible stratified bundles have rank 1, then [⇡1,⇡1] is a pro-p-

group;
(iii) If every stratified bundle is a direct sum of stratified line bundles, then ⇡1 is

Abelian without non-trivial p-power quotients.

Here ⇡1 is the étale fundamental group based at some geometric point. He con-
jectures that in the three statements, the “ if ” can be replaced by “ if and only if ”.
The aim of this note is to give a positive answer to Gieseker’s conjecture (see The-
orem 3.9).

The converse to (i) is the main result of [3], and it is analogous to the Malcev-
Grothendieck theorem ([5, 10]) asserting that if the étale fundamental group of a
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